Humans can voluntarily regulate how we perceive the external world by top-down mental processes. Visual attention highlights specific features of visual targets and enhances brain activity associated with the attended features. Previous studies demonstrated that the attentional modulation of brain activity allows decoding of attended features from the brain. However, it remains unclear whether and how brain activity associated with multiple levels of visual features can be affected by selective attention. Here, we quantified how hierarchical neural representations are modulated by object-based selective attention using fMRI and the brain decoding technique assisted by deep neural networks (DNNs). Using statistical models that decode fMRI activity into hierarchical DNN features, we decoded fMRI activity measured while subjects attended to one image of a superposition of two images. The decoded features were found to be biased to attended images over unattended images with greater effects for lower-/higher-level DNN features in lower-/higher-level visual areas. Furthermore, image reconstructions generated from the decoded features resembled attended images, demonstrating faithful reconstructions of mental images. Our analyses showed finegrained attentional modulation for hierarchical visual features. The results also indicate that the attention-guided mental image reconstruction may provide a substrate for developing systems of neurofeedback and brain-machine interfaces.
Introduction
Visual selective attention is an internal mental process that facilitates behavioral performances (e.g., response speed and accuracy) and enhances brain responses in areas that encode information about attended targets (Serences et al., 2004) . Previous studies that analyzed neural activity patterns during selective attention have shown that information about attended features can be decoded from the brain (Kamitani & Tong, 2005 , 2006 Cerf et al., 2010) . Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and statistical decoders trained to predict seen image features (edge orientations and motion directions), Tong (2005, 2006) have succeeded in reliably predicting attended features from visual cortical activity patterns. Cerf and his colleagues (2010) have also demonstrated that subjects can voluntarily control their attention to visualize attended images via a device for brainmachine interface that decode neural activity patterns in the medial temporal lobe.
As shown in previous studies, attention to specific visual features enhances neural activity associated with the attended feature representations, which enables decoding of attended information from brain activity patterns. However, little is known about whether or how brain activity associated with multiple levels of hierarchical visual features can be modulated by voluntary attention. Although until recently it had been difficult to thoroughly analyze neural representations of hierarchical visual features, recent developments of deep neural networks (DNNs) have enabled detailed analyses of hierarchical feature representations across visual cortical areas (Yamins & DiCarlo, 2016) .
Here, we quantitatively evaluate how object-based selective attention modulates neural representations of hierarchical visual features in the human visual cortex. We adopted the DNN feature decoding methodology used in previous studies (Horikawa & Kamitani, 2017; Shen et al., 2019) to quantify how neural representations for multiple visual features in individual visual areas are modulated by selective attention. Using decoders trained to decode (translate) visual cortical activities into DNN features, we decode individual visual cortical activities, which were measured while subjects attended to one image of a superposition of two images, into DNN features, and compared the similarity between features decoded from brain activity patterns and those calculated from presented images (Figure 1 ). We show that the decoded features are biased to attended images in the analyses with most combinations of DNN layers and visual areas. We further perform the DNN-based visual image reconstruction analysis (Shen et al., 2019) to evaluate the effect of the attentional modulation, and test whether mental images of the subjects can be externalized via decoded DNN features.
Results
We first trained decoders that predict DNN features of viewed natural images from brain activity patterns in visual cortex (VC 485 This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0 that consisted of V1-V4 and higher visual cortex [HVC]) following the procedures of Horikawa and Kamitani (2017) and Shen et al. (2019) . The trained decoders were then used to predict DNN features from brain activities measured in an independent attention experiment. In the attention experiment, subjects were presented with image sequences, each of which consisted of two spatially superimposed images, and were asked to attend to one image of a superposition of two images while ignoring the other. For evaluation, first, DNN feature patterns for each stimulus were separately calculated from a presented image (spatially superimposed two images) and each of its component images (attended and unattended images). Then, Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated between a feature pattern decoded from brain activity induced by a stimulus and feature patterns calculated from presented, attended, and unattended images. These procedures were repeated for all combinations of DNN layers (DNN1-8, AlexNet) and visual areas used for decoder training.
The correlation coefficients for all combinations of DNN layers and visual areas are shown in Figure 2 . First, the decoded features were positively correlated with the features calculated from presented images for all combinations of DNN layers and visual areas, suggesting that the trained decoders were able to accurately translate visual cortical activities into hierarchical DNN features. Meanwhile, comparisons between the correlations for attended and unattended images showed higher correlations for attended images than unattended images with most combinations of layers and areas (a total of 213 out of 240 pairs, 88.75% for combinations of eight DNN layers and six visual areas from five subjects), demonstrating that selective attention reliably induced attentional modulation and biased hierarchical visual feature representations in individual visual areas to attended images. Intriguingly, although overall correlations for attended images were slightly lower than those for presented images, those correlations for attended images tended to be almost equivalent to the correlations for presented images specifically with the decoded features predicted from the HVC activity. This may indicate the susceptibility of the higher visual areas by the top-down attentional modulation. To investigate the feature specificity of the attentional modulation in individual visual areas, we calculated the differences of correlation coefficients for attended and unattended images for each visual area, and checked trend differences across DNN layers (Figure 3) . The peaks of DNN layers with highest correlation differences tended to shift gradually across visual areas (e.g., peaked at DNN3 for V2 to DNN8 for HVC), showing larger differences for lower-and higher-level DNN features in lower-and higher-level visual areas (two-way ANOVA, interaction between layers and areas, p = 0.018). The results revealed the feature specificity of attentional modulation tied to the hierarchical correspondence between the brain and the DNN.
Finally, we have qualitatively examined the effect of the attentional modulations on decoded DNN features using the DNN-based visual image reconstruction method (Shen et al., 2019) . The method optimizes pixel values of an input image so that the DNN features calculated from the input image become closer to target DNN features, in this case, decoded Figure 3 : Differences of normalized correlations between attended and unattended images. Correlations for unattended images were subtracted from those for attended images for each combination of layers and areas. To eliminate baseline differences across layers and areas, correlation coefficients for attended and unattended images were normalized before the subtraction using DNN feature decoding performance separately evaluated with another fMRI dataset. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals across test samples (five subjects pooled).
features predicted from brain activity during attention. The reconstructed images are shown in Figure 4 . Although the reconstruction quality remains room for improvement, the generated images appeared to resemble attended images rather than unattended images. Notably, even when the same superimposed images were presented, the appearances of the reconstructed images were biased according to the images to be attended. These results demonstrated the feasibility of a method of mental image reconstructions guided by visual attention. Images with black, red, blue, and gray frames indicate presented, attended, unattended, and reconstructed images, respectively.
Discussion
We have quantified the effect of attentional modulation for multiple levels of visual features in individual visual areas using the fMRI decoding of DNN feature representations. We showed that the object-based selective attention reliably bi-ased the neural representations of hierarchical visual features to attended images with the feature specificity that reflected the hierarchical correspondence between the visual areas and DNN layers. We have also demonstrated that images attended by the subjects can be reconstructed based on the biased neural representations. These results highlight the potency of the internal mental processes to regulate bottom-up sensory inputs by top-down voluntary attention. Additionally, we have provided a proof-of-concept demonstration for the attention-guided mental image visualization, which could be a powerful tool for neurofeedback and brain-machine interface technologies.
